Zipang Impressions

- Concierge for exclusive experiences in Japan –

Exploring Japan
Even in our increasingly homogenised world, discovering and exploring truly
different cultures remains one of life’s great pleasures.
And so it is with Japan, which has developed its unique culture and traditions
over a long history that includes 260 years of self-imposed isolation during the
Edo period. Shaped by a rugged and mountainous terrain and strongly
influenced by its seasons, Japan has evolved its own very distinct cuisine,
literature, etiquette, religion and, above, all, hospitality "omotenashi" with
cordiality "magogoro”
While many have been lured to the Japanese archipelago, attracted by this rich
culture, only a few have discovered the essence of the real and often hidden
Japan.

Omotenashi – Japanese Genuine Hospitality
Even without the barriers posed by language and customs, certain parts of Japanese society remain closed to
outsiders as unwritten rules limit the enjoyment of genuine omotenashi to insiders. Usually translated as
‘hospitality’, omotenashi means more than simply being welcoming to guests as it incorporates the subtle devotion
to detail, or magokoro, that Japan is so famous for and which makes a lasting impression on those who experience
it. While such exclusivity has helped nourish and maintain these authentic Japanese traditions, the barriers to
outsiders are gradually being removed so that first-time guests may now experience true omotenashi.

More Than Omotenashi
We provide gateways for our guests to such hidden encounters by carefully
selecting local communities with genuine resources to craft mesmerizing
experiences.
Along with our network of associations in key areas of Japan and by adding a
little seasoning to those authentic traditional resources, we provide unique
entertainment for our guests - a blend of genuine tradition with accessibility to
enhance appreciation even for first-time guests.
Depending on guestʼs preference, our form of guiding will be flexibly in
multiple ways. For instance...

1. Individual Travel
For private travelers, we arrange totally customized trips which are designed with full advantage of
omotenashi for real enjoyment of our guests. Each single trip will be crafted with unique, authentic and
exclusive contents dedicatedly selected through comprehensive consultation prior to departure.
Carefully picking the best for basic travel component such as accommodations, restaurants,
transportations and guides by their excellences, not just reputation on surface nor expensiveness, for the
comfortableness of guests is just the first step. Besides, an itinerary will be consist of special events for
distinctive and Japanese-unique experiences of omotonashi and magogoro.

2. Theme Specific Specialized Programs
There is always more to learn in a culture. Once start learning, it requires
deeper knowledge and experiences to cultivate. Especially in case of far
different culture from own one, the adventure is challenging but thrilling one
for inquisitiveness.
Traveling is a good start to touch and feel a culture laid in the destination but
usually does not allow visitors spend enough time to be well-versed in it. For
guests who seek to go beyond for extensive knowledge and experiences, we
organize specialized program focusing a specific theme among Japanese
cultural items which give opportunities to be exposed to deep part of the
selected theme.
The programs include workshops provided by experts and masters in the field
themed on and excursions to relevant locations.
Through conscientiously crafted programs, our guests acquire deeper insight in
Japanese culture and life style embedded in its theme.
Themes can be ranging from pottery, cuisine to, but not limited, traditional
performing arts and seasonal festivals.

3. Corporate Event
The more the world become globalized and standardized, the more specialization and localization on the other hand
become eminent to be differentiated in business places. Off-sites and company retreats at venues in unconventional
environment provide corporate executives and stuff opportunities to acquire inspiration and refreshment which are
often essential to achieve such distinctiveness. Together with wealthy infrastructure, Japan with its uniqueness is one of
ideal destinations for such corporate travel. We arrange a customized tour and event with unique contents and
programs which inspire participants with extraordinary experiences. In case our guest seek a chance of connecting to
Japanese business community and government officials for business seeds finding, a relevant opportunity can be

No matter with its form, each itinerary and program will be individually
organized and composed with items designed for unique experience in Japan,
For examples...

Ex: Unforgettable Night – Chartered Private Dinner At Historic Temple
A private dinner table or party set in the middle of garden or private garden-view room at a famous temple
after public opening hours without crowd. Arranged illumination and Gagaku - Japanese traditional musiclive play will enhance fantastical mood in tranquility.
Such scene will be enriched by highly-selected and delicately prepared Kaiseki or other Japanese authentic
dinner. Any item including cuisines are customized and can be modified even to Western or Vegan qualified
dishes fully depending on guest's preference and needs.

Ex: Moved by Virtuous Performance – Classical Theatrical Art Experience
(case of Noh)
Noh, an UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage and one of the oldest
performing art in the world, established its current form with being patronized
by Sumurai's society which required discipline and sophistication. Due to its
complicity and abstractness, it is generally challenging to enjoy Noh
performance.
For the enjoyment of our guests, special workshops will be organized in order
to provide opportunities for our guests to prepare by studying not just a story
and its back ground but also essences how to enjoy Noh itself. Guest will have a
chance to communicate with actors and instrumental players in person before
and/or after their performances. Furthermore, guests can have a little more
experience of playing Noh by themselves at workshops which can be privately
arranged.

Ex: Inspired by Flair of Oriental Artists – Japanese Art Appreciation
Art often represents the condensation of sophisticated part of culture. Our excursion and program
are designed to share the essential part of Japanese-unique arts ranging traditional master pieces of
paintings such as Sumi-e, Byobu-e,Ukiyo-e and Japanese sword collection to contemporary/pop-art
including Manga.

Ex: Touching Japanese Spirituality – Religious Ceremony Experience
Over centuries, Japan has also developed the unique religious system. Without conflicting each
other, Buddhism migrated and well-coexist with Shinto,the Japanese origin routing nature worship.
Such mutual influenced coexistence cultivated different spirituality from any other countries.
Throughout a year, countless events linked to religious ceremony such as festivals originated from
religious belief and pilgrimage routes walk are happening in this country but most are not easy to
participate for visitors.
Our excursion and program will be designed as a right approach to those exotic and variant
spirituality which stimulate your sense and creativity

Ex: Heart Gone Out to the Origin – Visiting Grass Roots of Japanese Dairy
Life
Behind the face as an developed industrial nation, Japan has another
quintessential part derived from human and nature inherited from ancient age.
Satoyama - long-lasting communities in country mountain side harness
sustainable ecology system based on natural circulation where human and
nature coexist.
Peopleʼs belief in which harvest from ocean and mountain fields are blessed
from nature is by itself incorporated in Shinto.
Landscapes in Japan may not be that dramatic but subtle and sensitive.
Experiences at local societies surrounded by nature shall stimulate your
perception for environmental interests.

Ex: Embody Cultures - Meister’s Workshops
Experiencing traditional ceremony is another passage to the essence of Japanese culture. Through
representative scenes such as Sado-tea ceremony, Kado- flower arrangement, Japanese cuisine
cooking, Kimono dressing and craft arts workshop, our guests can feel the soul of omotenashi and
magogoro together with principals of Japanese etiquettes - harmony, respects, purity and tranquility.
Besides learning opportunity of manner and back ground history, various options will be arranged to
make our guest comfortable in those exotic experiences.

OUR COMMITMENT
We are
- Concierge for fully customized itinerary with best quality suppliers.
- Developer of hospitality service for enjoyment of our guests.
- Gateway to genuine and exclusive Japanese experiences for our guests.
and in summery,
- Connoisseurs and craftmen to translate authentic cultural resources in Japan into
contents with consideration of contexts entertaining our guests. Without ruining its
genuine essential quality, we turn untouched gemstone all around in Japan into the
jewel decorating your explorations of Japan.
We commit to make very best effort for guests to enjoy Japan by providing one-of-akind experiences with ubiquitous omotenashi and dedicated VIP treatment with
magogoro.

Thank you & Best wishes from Zipang Impressions...

